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EDITORS' PAGE
Publication of the inaugural issue of the Journal of Law and Health represents
a substantial institutional achievement for the Cleveland-Marshall College of
Law. As its founding editors-in-chief, we feel it is an indication of the growth
and vitality of the College of Law and its student body.
Throughout the development of this project, we were certain that the students
here provided an untapped well of enthusiasm for and interest in medical
jurisprudence. Many of our colleagues came to the study of law from medical
and health service careers; many are destined to make their legal careers in the
same areas explored in the Journal. Our principal purpose in creating the Jour-
nal was to provide an outlet for the expression of the enthusiasm and scholar-
ship we observed.
The Journal also represents to us a substantial personal accomplishment. As
we brought the Journal from ideas exchanged over coffee toward its publica-
tion, we were grateful for the constant support of Dean Bogomolny, as well
as those he acknowledges above. We feel that we must also acknowledge the
contribution of the founding editorial board, whose members shared our hopes
and joined in our work. Special recognition must be given to Mary Patricia
Culler, Mary Forbes Lovett and Beverly J. Pyle, whose dedication and efforts
matched, and at times exceeded, our own.
We strongly believe that the Journal's future is bright because the future of
Cleveland-Marshall and its students is equally bright.
James E. Powell
Karen E. Rubin

